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Modern Family season 7 episode 1 (By Hassan Mirmonsef) 

Idioms, slangs, expressions, phrases, words, vocabulary used in the episode  

(Minute 0-6’) 

1. I have to get rid of the braces. (brace:ارتودنسی) 

2. I know the look of love in his eyes. 

3. Look down the road. (=Look in the future ahead) 

4. Daddy looks tense. (= worried, uncomfortable, and unable to relax) 

5. I have no prospects. (prospects = an opportunity for something to happen) 

6. Waste your entire day quilting = waste your entire day doing sth 

7. She is wallowing in self-pity and you are feeding off it. (= She is immersed in her 

sadness and you are making it worse.) 

8. It was incredibly moving. (moving = having a strong emotional effect) 

 

Minute 6’-11’ 

1. Life is a roller coaster. (=Life is full of ups and downs) 

2. you look yummy as ever = nice 

3. Mitchel really embraced the idea of “being alone.” = accept, a politician who has 

been embraced by conservatives, embrace = adopt a cause/religion, these ideas 

have been (widely) embraced by the scientific community. 

4. I have always pursued my passion. (= followed my passion) 

5. I don’t want to burden you with my problems. (= I don’t want to make you upset 

by sharing my feelings) 

6. We want to schedule our break up. (= to decide when we are going to break up.) 

7. We utilize the setting here in the hills.= use 

8. She’s a loon = crazy, nuts 

 

Minute 11’-16’ 

1. I bumped into … = ran into 

2. It sort of started as a therapeutic thing = healing 

3. I’m overwhelmed by this work = too much 

4. Painting gives me a sense of contentment = makes me happy, What gives you a 

sense of contentment? 

5. wedding tux = tuxedo 
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6. If I hadn’t opened my big fat mouth, they would be together now. (Mixed 

conditional) 

 اگر من دهن گشادم رو باز نکرده بودم الان اون ها با هم بودن. 

7. We’re not meddling like that. (= interfering) 

8. I want to bribe my way into that fancy school. = I want to bribe someone in the 

school to register my child.) 

9. I take it as a compliment. = thank you for your kind words about me 

10. navigate my feelings = comprehend or understand my feelings 

 

Minute 16’ – End 

1. He has been stuffing his face ever since he broke up with Aida. = He has been 

eating too much  

2. Tom can take care of himself around a chicken. 

3. I got a splinter = a sharp piece of wood  

4. Why are you picking now to talk about this? = choosing 


